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Breakthrough

Breakthrough Journal

Breakthrough details Rob Galea's
struggle with addiction, suicidal
thoughts and depression, through
to his discovery of the Lord, his time
in the seminary and now as a priest in
the diocese of Sandhurst. Such is his
appeal, industry experts IMDb have linked
superstars Ryan Gosling, Roberto Beniagni
and opera singer Andrea Bocelli as potential
collaborators on a possible film. Fr Rob's
book has been taking Australia by storm since
it was launched at ACYF.

Buy both for

NEW

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073485

NEW

In this full-colour Journal,
Fr Rob guides you through
Breakthrough, with prompts
to consider your faith, your
relationship with God and others,
your past, and your future. The
Journal also includes inspirational
quotes, full-page colour quotes
that can be removed from the book
and used as daily reminders, and
links to music and scripture.

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073966

Coming Home CD
Coming Home is Fr Rob Galea’s seventh music project. This 12-track record has been
four years in the making and is a collaboration with some of the best songwriters
and producers from across the world. In this album Fr Galea sings about the need to
return to our first Love; we choose Christ but we often run away. No matter how far
we wander God will run towards us as we begin our journey back home.
RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
19342868112

Walk4One
Samuel Clear was motivated by a broken Church and Christians who all
stood apart. So one Sunday he pledged to walk around the world with his
goal of uniting Christians. He had no idea how hard it would be. Snakes,
scorpions, guns, hospitalisations, KGB shakedowns, thirst and pain stood
in his way. Through all this Sam finds beauty, love and generosity of spirit
in ordinary people and discovers unity means much more than a name on
a parish sign post.
RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781925073256

ABN: 28 076 537 623

AN
AUSTRALIAN
ADVENTURE
STORY

NE W FRO M DA N I E L O ' L E A RY

Dancing to my Death
In the summer of 2018 Daniel O’Leary received the news that we all dread – a
cancer diagnosis. As a priest, teacher, prodigious author and retreat facilitator,
it was a natural instinct for Daniel to journal his thoughts and feelings during
his cancer journey. This book is an incredibly raw and honest account. It pulls no
punches in terms of Daniel’s struggle to cope with his diagnosis, the challenges
of cancer treatment and the emotional rollercoaster of facing his own death.
Dancing to my Death is a heartfelt
exploration of life, death and faith.

An Astonishing Secret

NEW
RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073980

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073638

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781925073669

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781925073720
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Daniel O'Leary invites you to open your heart
to explore mysteries that may be new to
you, but not your heart. You’ll be taken in
many different directions and you’ll be called
to stretch your thoughts, emotions and
imagination in many ways. Inspired by the
writings of Pope Francis, this book offers
exciting revelations about God, Creation,
Incarnation, and the Wonder of You.

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781925073652

NEW

Happiness Habit

The Healing Habit

The Heavenly Habit

In The Happiness Habit,
Daniel O’Leary presents
one page reflections on a
theme featuring a quote
from well-known writers
and personalities like
Oprah, Pope Francis and
more!

Daniel O’Leary brings
powerful insights and
wonderful common
sense in his latest book
on healing and healthy
thinking. These insights will
help you get through each
day better!

In Daniel O’Leary’s latest
Habit book, ten artists
offer their best efforts to
capture the experience
of the Heavenly Habit – a
transforming grace that
finds light in the darkest
soul.

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073621

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073645

Begin With the Heart

Treasured and Transformed

Travelling Light

Daniel O’Leary focuses
on an exciting theology
of creation and explores
the implications of its
insights for education. It is
a vital step towards a long
overdue review and renewal
in the world of religious
education.

Daniel O’Leary will beguile
you in discerning the
love, the meaning, and
the delight in all life’s
experiences. This collection
of reflections, thoughts and
advice on how you can live
a more fulfilling spiritual life
is sure to nourish your soul.

Do you feel a call to deepen
your life, to live more freely,
to be more happy? Daniel
O’Leary brings reflections
and practices for those who
set out in search of their
true fulfilment and destiny
on this long and winding
road.

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073676

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073744

Unmasking God

Passion for the Possible

Already Within

This book reaffirms the
divine presence within all
of us. The purpose of these
reflections from Daniel
O’Leary, is to reveal the
holiness of our hearts, the
wonder of our bodies, and
to disclose the secret of
turning your life around.

The Passion for the Possible
is about the fierce desire
to explore the potential for
self-esteem arising from
our own divine beauty, for
a sense of our capacity for
finding the healing light in
our dark moments.

Already Within contains
some of the best writings
from Daniel O’Leary’s books
and articles. Everything you
love about Daniel O’Leary
can be found here and you
can come back to this book
time and time again.

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073737

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073713

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au

OUR BESTSELLLERS!

Archways to the Infinite
Peter Murnane says we cannot claim to be in harmony with the
Transcendent - serving God - if we are not also striving to make the
world a more just place. He argues that caring for the earth connects us
to the infinite just as much as our own relationships do.
RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781925009477

Jesus the Forgotten Feminist
Chris Geraghty delves into scriptures and history showing how Jesus practised
a radically inclusive approach to women that challenged the inequitable beliefs
and practices of his own culture and community. This learned, humorous,
irreverent book reminds us that Jesus was a feminist and argues that the Church
must repent and honour this in order to restore women’s place as fully equal to
men in the Church.

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781925073478

RICHARD ROHR

RRP $49.95
Sophia $42.46
9780281080212

World-wide spiritual influencer and teacher.

A Spring Within Us

The Divine Dance

What to Do With the Bible

In these daily reflections,
Richard Rohr invites us
to rediscover the spring
hidden inside each one of
us, reminding us of God’s
indwelling presence and
that we are all inherently
beloved.

In what Richard Rohr calls
his most important book,
learn how to live in creative
collaboration, to appreciate
each other’s differences
and to show each other
humility and compassion.

The Bible has been employed
to justify terrible things.
Still, we believe the Bible
has something important to
say. How can we read it in a
contemplative and intelligent
way? Richard Rohr answers
just this question.
Available August.

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9780281078158

COMING SOON
RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9780281083213

BOOK OF THE MONTH

The Universal Christ

RRP $26.95
Sophia $22.91
9780281078622

NEW

BOM PRICE

$21.95

Richard Rohr is one of the world's most respected teachers and writers
in the world of faith and spirituality. However, he has never written
about a specific topic: Jesus. Until now. In his new landmark title, Rohr
looks to scripture, history and spirituality to paint a new portrait of
Jesus Christ. In his much-loved style, he breaks down the cultural,
religious and human lenses that have determined how we view Jesus.

SOPHIA PRICE

$18.87

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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A Handbook for Building Stronger Parishes
Case Studies, Reflections, Worksheets, Action Plans
RRP $29.95 - Sophia 25.46 - 9781925073249
Draw on the ACBC’s Pastoral Research Office ground-breaking research
and discover those factors that create stronger parishes.

RRP $29.95
Sophia 25.46
9781925073249

Whether you want to conduct a total parish renewal or focus on only one
or two areas, A Handbook for Building Stronger Parishes provides excellent
reflection questions, worksheets and action plans to support you and
your parish team.

DIVINE RENOVATION

Grow and unite your parish community

Divine Renovation inspires and equips parishes to move from maintenance to mission. This is accomplished through events, resources,
and hands-on coaching all designed to help parishes make and form missionary disciples.
1

4

2

3
1. 9781925073201
2. 9781925073331
3. 9781925073584
4. 9781925073973

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46

RRP $44.95
Sophia $38.21

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21

Buy all 4 for $89.95* - DRP3

THE SO YOU’RE SERIES

*No further discounts

A friendly introduction to the Catholic Faith

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
each

Over 0
40,00d!
sol

Bulk Pricing
Available
1. 9781922152084
2. 9781922152077

2
1

So You're Sending Your Child to a Catholic
School
Having a child starting at a Catholic primary
or secondary school can be daunting for
many parents as there are many ‘unknowns’.
This book addresses these ‘unknowns’ and is
invaluable to any such parent.

4

3

3. 9781922152060

So You’re Seeking to Renew Your Faith

So You're Working for the Catholic Church

This guide is as much for those coming in
touch with Church for the first time as it
is for those seeking to renew their faith,
and learn about the beliefs and values that
make it tick. Perfect for RCIA and adult faith
formation.

So You’re Working for the Catholic Church is
designed to be a friendly and informative
introduction to the fundamentals of Catholic
beliefs and traditions. A perfect resource for
all new teachers and staff.

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au

GU I DE FOR C ELEBRAT ING SE RIES
Prices starting
from:

2

1

4
3

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
Each
1. 9781616712914
2. 9781616712426
3. 9781616714871
4. 9781616712433

NEW

The Guide for Celebrating Series provides best practice resources for parishes that help guide, prepare and perform all the masses, rites
and celebrations within a church community. The inviting format and style is perfect for both new and experienced leaders as each
book includes everything you need to know and has been tailored to suit each particular ministry. View the full series on our website.

Essential Resources for Your Ministry

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781627853828

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9781594718359

Priests for a New Era

Salt and Light

A New Way to Be Church

Monsignor Kelly offers a
roadmap to help priests
navigate through all the
demands of the present
day – from managing
several parishes, to finding
time to pray, to ministering
in a very secular culture.

Maureen Pratt sets
out pastoral guidelines
and practical steps to
ensure that persons with
disabilities can be present
and completely engaged in
church life, benefiting the
whole parish community.

Jack Jezreel presents a
unique vision for renewing
parish life with principles
derived from his own
experiences of family,
parish ministry and social
justice work. A practical
guide for implemention is
included.

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781627853378

The Crisis of Bad Preaching

Rites of Passage

Longing to See Your Face

This is an audacious
response to a pastoral crisis:
poorly prepared and largely
irrelevant homilies that are
fueling the mass exodus of
people from the Church.
Rev. Joshua Whitfield offers
profound advice, not just
another how-to book.

Rites of Passage is a muchneeded, practical homiletic
resource for priests and
deacons who preach
at Christian baptisms,
weddings, and funerals.
This book is a crucial
resource for priests and
deacons in parish life.

Thomas Scirghi, SJ, has
trained many priests,
deacons and ministers in
the art of preaching. Here
he shares his insights and
experience, exploring
the purpose of preaching
and ways to prepare and
practice.

RRP $49.95
Sophia $42.46
9780814645192

Balaam's Donkey

NEW
RRP $59.95
Sophia $50.96
9780814684634

NEW
RRP $32.95
Sophia $28.01
9780829445367

RRP $44.95
Sophia $38.21
9781626982901

Balaam’s Donkey is a series
of daily reflections based on
the homilies by Cistercian
monk Michael Casey over
his fifty years of priesthood.
There are a range of topics,
filled with Casey’s whit,
whimsy and humour.

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9780814637159

Helping Teens With Stress,
Anxiety and Depression

NEW
RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781594718892

Do you know when or if it’s
appropriate to step in to help
a teen who seems stressed,
anxious, or depressed? Roy
Petitfils offers his personal
experience and advice to give
you the knowledge, courage,
and tools you need.

Make Today Matter

Buy 5
for
$75!
RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073614

Everybody wants to live a
better life. We want to stay
on track and contribute to
the world. But how? Chris
Lowney shares with you his
ten simple, daily habits that
will help you build a better
life one day—one moment—
at a time.

MicroShifts

Leading - The Millennial Way

Blessings for Leaders

Gary Jansen knows how
difficult it can be to create
significant, sustainable
change in our lives. Here
he offers an answer that he
calls “microshifting”—small
adjustments that gradually
reveal a great effect.

Millennials are leading some
of the biggest businesses
in the world, often in ways
that challenge what has
come before. This book from
Simon Barrington invites
all leaders to better grasp
and live out leading - the
millennial way.

Easy to read and filled with
illuminating stories, this
book, from Dan Ebener, is
ideal for anyone searching
for Christian insight into
leadership and for groups
journeying to a deeper
understanding of Jesus'
vision for leadership.

NEW
RRP $26.95
Sophia $22.91
9780281080779

NEW
RRP $16.95
Sophia $14.41
9780814635070

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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READ ING GU IDES
Rejoice and Be Glad: An Australian Reading Guide
Pope Francis’ latest Apostolic Exhoration, Gaudete et Exsultate (Rejoice and Be Glad), uses
Scripture and the witness of the saints to demonstrate that God’s call to holiness is one that
we must all answer every day!
This plain English guide, with Australian case studies and reflections by renowned author
and writer Fr Andrew Hamilton SJ and acclaimed scholar and theologian Bill Huebsch, will
make Pope Francis’ message easily accessible to all readers. With concise summaries of
each numbered section, and questions for discussion and reflection, this guide will enable
you to explore how Pope Francis' words can be applied to our lives.

RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781925073591

BUY 10+
COPIES AND
SAVE!
Care for Our Common Home
This visually stunning 32 page plain English guide to Laudato Si’ offers
commentary and discussion questions directly relevant to, and on the minds
of, Australians.

RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781925009781

This reading guide provides an accessible way to take up the Australian
Bishop’s invitation to Australian Catholics, and indeed the wider community,
to address the challenges and opportunities presented by the encyclical.
Features Australian case studies and is supported by Catholic Earthcare.

POPE FRANCIS

Understand the leader of the Catholic Church in a new way!

RRP $42.95
Sophia $36.51
9780814664230

Many have said that they
feel Pope Francis lacks the
intellectual depth of his
recent predecessors. Here,
Massimo Borghesi offers
essential insights into who
Pope Francis is and, for the
first time, his intellectual
formation.

DISCUSSIONS

NEW
RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9780281078905
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Pope Francis Lexicon

The Election of Pope
Francis

The Mind of Pope Francis

NEW
RRP $59.95
Sophia $50.96
9781626983199

What happened at the
election in 2013 of Cardinal
Jorge Bergoglio? Gerard
O’Connell, a friend of
Pope Francis, reveals what
actually happed inside the
secret conclave and why
Pope Francis was chosen.

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9780814644195

Taking 50 words and
phrases that have become
important to the ministry
of Pope Francis, 50 writers
from around the globe have
reflected on what these
words mean to the Pope
and their significance to the
church and the world.

Become part of some very interesting discussions about Christianity and faith

Out of Control

Climate Generation

For over a decade, Natalie
Collins has fought against
domestic abuse. Rooted
in theological insight and
thoroughly practical, this
book will explore domestic
abuse and offer pointers as
to how it can be addressed.

Climate change is the
greatest challenge of our
generation - we hear it all
the time. Lorna Gold shares
how she discovered the
true meaning of ‘climate
change’ and what it meant
for a mother wanting to
protect her children.

NEW
RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781847308412

Will Robots Take Our Jobs?
Sean McDonagh looks
at the ethics of artificial
intelligence and new
technologies. He asks
if we’re ready for a new
COMING SOON
industrial revolution and
challenges us all to become
RRP $36.95
Sophia $31.41
informed on the subject of
9781847308870
robots replacing people.

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au

LITTLE ROCK SERIES REIMAGINED

The Little Rock Scripture Study series has been around, in various forms, for
over 40 years! This popular faith formation tool is easily implemented and
can be run by experienced and new leaders alike.

NEW

Now in 2019, the studies have been revised and updated to provide a
more fresh and interesting experience for both individuals and groups. All
readings, commentary and questions have been combined into one book
which means all that the participant needs is right in front of them. Free
access to all the lectures is also provided.
This is a great series to start a Bible study program in your parish or to
introduce a new study program to your existing groups.
For more information visit garrattpublishing.com.au/lrss or contact us on
1300 650 878.

TeamRCIA

Resources for implementing the vision of RCIA

2
1

4
3

5

Prices from
$29.95
Sophia $25.46

1. 9780814645161
2. 9780814644652

COMING SOON

3. 9780814644669
4. 9780814644157
5. 9780814663615

This is a stand-out series, which has been designed to assist parishes with understanding and implementing the vision of RCIA.
TeamRCIA has partnered with Liturgical Press to develop practical resources to assist parishes in making committed Christian disciples.
For more information, go to garrattpublishing.com.au/teamrcia

Get HUGE savings and exclusive offers when you purchase or renew your Sophia BookClub membership!
Do not miss out! Go to garrattpublishing.com.au/Sophia today!

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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SOME THI NG A LI T TL E M O RE TH EO LO G I CA L
Revised New Jerusalem
Bible: New Testament and
Psalms

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780232533613

Prepared and edited by
Dom Henry Wansbrough
OSB. The Revised New
Jerusalem Bible (RNJB) is an
outstanding piece of work.
To view the huge list of
revisions, visit our website!

AVAILABLE JULY
RRP $99.95
Sophia $84.96
9780232533620

Creation and the Cross

RRP $49.95
Sophia $42.46
9781626983090

COMING SOON
RRP $49.95
Sophia $42.46
9781626983304

Elizabeth Johnson explores
how we can understand
cosmic redemption in a
time of advancing ecological
devastation. Using a new
creative approach, she lays
the foundation for how we
can help our planet in peril.

Revised New Jerusalem
Bible

Richard Dawkins, CS Lewis
and the Meaning of Life

This exciting new text
presents anew the
scholarship, character and
clarity of the 1966 Jerusalem
Bible and the 1985 New
Jerusalem Bible. With study
notes, cross references and
more, this is not to be missed.

Alister McGrath, a leading
apologists for Christianity,
has written to great acclaim
on both Richard Dawkins
and C. S. Lewis. Here he
brings these two intriguing
writers into a conversation
about the meaning of life.

RRP $21.95
Sophia $18.66
9780281080199

Five Events That Made
Christianity

NEW
RRP $26.95
Sophia $22.91
9780281078066

With characteristic style,
John Pritchard takes us on
a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land, as he unpacks the
five great events that made
Christianity – Christmas,
Good Friday, Easter,
Ascension and Pentecost.

Deep Incarnation

Natural World and God

In his final book, Denis
Edwards explores
the theme of “Deep
Incarnation” as a way
of making connections
between incarnation and
the whole of creation,
including the costs built into
our evolutionary world.

How should we think about
our world in relation to
God? Science has opened
up new ways of seeing
our planet, yet we face an
extreme crisis of life. Denis
Edwards says this reality
demands that we rethink
our theology.

FRIENDLY GUIDES

NEW

RRP $44.95
Sophia $38.21
9781925643046

Our Father

NEW
RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9780814664490

Can Christians still pray
the Our Father today?
We can, and we must.
Gerhard Lohfink breaks
open its strange phrases, its
language and its apparently
harsh demands, all to shed
light on Jesus’ original
words and their meaning.
Jesus and the Natural
World

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781921946226

The late Denis Edwards
encouraged us as Christians
to wholeheartedly embrace
ecological conversation
and to connect with people
around the globe in their
deepening commitment to
the survival of life on earth.

Your ultimate guides to all things Catholic

Friendly Guides are ideal introductions to theology and the Christian faith. Written by leading experts, each volume has
been designed to make understanding scripture and the faith easy. See them all at garrattpublishing.com.au/fgs
A Friendly Guide to Prayer

Over
23,000
copies sold!

The tradition of prayer within the Catholic church is rich, varied and complex. In this beautifully
presented and easy-to-follow book, readers will be guided to find the enormous riches and
complexity of the Catholic prayer tradition; enough practical guidance to enable you to begin,
or perhaps to simply refine and deepen, your practice of prayer; as well as encouragement
to go on exploring the possibilities in prayer for you personally, your families, friends and the
wider community.

Buy the set of 15 books for $275
Sophia $233.75 - SAVE OVER $95 - FGP14
RRP $24.95 - Sophia 21.21 - each
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REDISCOVER THE BIBLE FOR ALL AGES

RRP $64.95
Sophia $55.21
9780281074013

The Bible For Everyone

The Bare Bible

Tabloid Bible

Tom Wright and John
Goldingay have compiled
a fresh, readable version
of the Bible. Broken up
into easy-to-read sections,
along with maps and
glossaries, this is the
perfect companion for daily
devotions or studies.

Do you get lost in the
lists in Leviticus? Are you
puzzled by Jesus’ parables?
With tea-breaks built in
and no prior knowledge
required, zip through the
Bible from beginning to
end with jargon-free author
Peter Graystone.

Get kids to want to read
popular and obscure Bible
stories in this fully revised
and updated edition,
hilariously presenting these
stories as the media would
write them today!

NEW
RRP $26.95
Sophia $22.91
9780281078431

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780281075065

Bob Hartman's Rhyming Bible
Internationally acclaimed storyteller and best-selling children's
author Bob Hartman re-tells classic Bible stories in rhyme.
Featuring popular tales from the Old and New Testaments and
beautiful illustrations!

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780281077946

NEW

Loyola Kids Book of Bible
Stories

NEW
RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780829445398

This wonderful collection
of illustrated Bible stories
from Amy Welborn is
arranged according to the
liturgical year enabling
children to connect more
meaningfully with the
liturgy.

THE BASICS

NEW
RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9780281081127

Big Bible Storybook

I am God's Storyteller

The Big Bible Storybook was
the Winner of the CBC
Children's Book of the Year
Award and now you can
experience why! The Big
Bible Storybook brings over
180 stories to life on every
page with the much loved
Bible Friends characters.

This book invites children
to use their gifts to shine
God’s light and share
the Gospel, while also
showing how Jesus used
stories to teach and share
his message of faith. This
book also includes helpful
resources for parents!

NEW
RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9781640601628

These books will help you learn the basics of Catholicism

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46

Buy all 3 books
for $59.95
Sophia $50.96
BBCP18
RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21

2
1

1. 9781925073386

3

2. 9781925073553
3. 9781925073393

Bible Basics for Catholics

Psalm Basics for Catholics

New Testament Basics for Catholics

John Bergsma’s Bible Basics shows how the
Bible points us to the saving life and work
of Jesus, with this new edition including an
additional chapter on covenant fulfillment.

In Psalm Basics for Catholics, Bergsma
introduces us to King David, the story of
Israel, and the salvation of the Jewish people
through the coming of Jesus.

Bergsma simplifies the New Testament
by focusing on four writers whose work
comprises about 90 percent of it, and their
common theme of the "Kingdom of God."

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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CHI LDRE N’S FA I TH FO RM ATI O N
Prepare children for their Sacraments and create lifelong Catholics
Moments of Celebration
Encourage children to live and experience the sacraments before
they prepare for them.
  
Moments of Celebration is the first pre-sacramental series of its
kind! Each of the eight books introduces children, from ages 4 to
8, to the wonderful gifts of the Sacraments by showing them how
everyday moments are sacred and how they can find the gifts of
the Holy Spirit within them.
These books by Helen Carboon, are available to purchase as a set
of 8 titles or individually. Help children learn to read while also
learning to live and love the sacraments!
RRP $12.95 - Sophia $11.01 each. Bulk Pricing available.

Pack of 8 Titles!
R $59.95
S $50.96
9781925009484

The first of its
rld
kind in the wo
View them all at garrattpublishing.com.au/moc
Take your children on a journey through the Church

Join Anna, Josh and Monty on a journey of discovery as they explore the
Catholic Church and the joy of prayer.

Pack of four
books $39.95
(Sophia $33.96)
Pack of eight
books $69.95
(Sophia $59.46)

The Little Catholic Explorers’ Series opens up and makes available for
young children, some important aspects of the Catholic church. As
children join the two young explorers, Anna and Josh, on their journeys,
they find out about church and prayer in engaging and inquisitive ways.
View them all at garrattpublishing.com.au/lce
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REVISED!

RRP $11.95
Sophia $10.16
each

Australia's
most modern
Sacramental
program!

Certificates
Available

RRP $12.95
Sophia $11.01

A Leader’s Guide!
R $29.95 - S $25.46

Confirmation
9781922152046

A Parent’s Guide!
9781922152008

9781925009880

Eucharist
9781922152022

Reconciliation
9781922152039

Hundreds of Australian Parishes and Schools trust Becoming Catholic’s comprehensive approach, allowing children and
their families to come together and share the joy and beauty of the sacraments. Take your children on an incredible
journey and inspire in them, a love of Jesus. *Bulk pricing available. Contact us for details or see garrattpublishing.com.au/bc

Over
65,000
sold!

GIFTS FOR KIDS
The Australian Children’s
Prayer Book

The Australian Children’s
Mass Book

Bulk pricing
available

The Australian Children’s Prayer
Book is ideal for children to learn
traditional prayers, and prayers that
touch all areas of their lives. Makes
an ideal gift book for all kids!

Enable children to become full
participants in the Mass from
an early age in a simple, easy tofollow way. A fun and informative
guide to the Mass. Makes an ideal
First Eucharist gift.

RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781925073195

RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781921946004

We Are Catholic

NEW
RRP $16.95
Sophia $14.41
9781925073508

FUN FACT SERIES
1

Shhh … God is in the Silence

Dear Pope Francis

This resource
introduces children to
the Catholic faith and its
traditions. Simple words
and engaging illustrations
make this an accessible
book that even very young
children will want to read
again and again.

2

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073188

This fully illustrated
book is a collection of
questions from children
around the world to
Pope Francis. Perfect
gift for First Eucharist or
Confirmation, and a great
read for all!

O ver
120,000
sold!

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9780829446579

Through the gentle
repetition of simple yet
profound truths, this
book will help children
realise that silence in
itself is the part of the
prayer when we quiet
our minds to listen to
God in our hearts.

Knowledge is power
3

5
4
1. 9780892433308
2. 9780892435623
3. 9780764815027

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
each

4. 9780892433094
5. 9780764818615

Questioning is the first step to knowledge. With well over 850 facts between them, these awesome books will quench any thirst for
knowledge that a child might have! The Bible, Saints, Creation - all are topics covered here and in terms that children will understand.
1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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GRE AT G I F T I DE A S

NEW
RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
each

Exclusive
Australian edition
featuring Mary
MacKillop!

NEW
The Saints Are Watching Over Me

RRP $12.95
Sophia $11.01
9781925073683

Introduce the Saints to young children! Using rhyming text, this full colour board
book shows how the saints were real people and how they all had different
characteristics and personalities. The important message of this little book is that
though we may not see the saints, they are always there watching over us.

PERFECT GIFTS!

Hand-crafted Wooden Crosses and Pendants for everyone!

RRP $6.95
Sophia $5.91
each

Each of these beautiful hand-crafted crosses and pendants come with a 28 inch black cord.
With over 40 styles available, there is something everyone will love!
View them all at garrattpublishing.com.au/crosses

GIFT BOOKS
A Pillow for My Heart

Buy 3 copies
for $60
Sophia $50

UPDATED EDITION
RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073577

This book has been lovingly and thoughtfully prepared to support you,
or someone you know after the passing of a loved one. During this
time, your heart feels like it needs a pillow to rest on. This small book of
carefully chosen quotations and commentary tries to offer some words
which can mingle with our tears or, perhaps, help them flow more
gently and freely during the days after a death.

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073492

Dear Young Friends
Dear Young Friends is collection of one-to-one personal replies to
questions, talks and conversations Pope Francis has had with young
people, both at World Youth Day 2016 and many other occasions. In
the Pope’s inspirational style, he invites young people to become active
and hopeful participants in the Church and asks them to choose the
challenging path of engagement with the Gospel message.

*No further discounts
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Buy 5 copies
for $75*

GREAT GIFT IDEA!

